What Is Important About December 5th?

By Anna Von Reitz
It's the anniversary of the murder of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.
Let's begin with a few facts: the Ancient Religion that the bankers follow is not Judaism. We call it
Satanism in the modern day, but Satan is another name for earlier anti-deities of the male gender,
and what it all comes down to is that these people worship duality and use sex as a sacrament.
As a result, there is a male and a female, a positive and a negative, to everything they do-- and they
actually believe that if things get out of balance things will fall apart into utter chaos and
destruction. This is also the root of their fascination with accounting and accounting ledgers and
keeping everything balanced at all times.
But what happens when everything becomes incredibly unbalanced?
Then we have a self-fulfilling prophecy, because the men who have created the Mess wanted to bring
about utter chaos and destruction. If they can't rule the world, they want to destroy it.
The IMF, which has functioned as "The U.S. Department of the Treasury" since 1946, owes us $190
Trillion USD, which it can't pay.
This is essentially because the Federal Reserve didn't pay anyone for anything for almost a hundred
years, just operated on I.O.U.s and at the end of the day, declared bankruptcy and skipped town.
The IMF let them get away with this behavior because they thought that, hey, the Americans have
been asleep for 150 years--- what's the chances of them ever waking up again?
The IMF "collected the debt" and smiled, thinking that at the end of the day, the Priority Creditors
(the good old US of A) would never show up and never claim back its assets.
At that point, all our wealth and assets and everything that is owed to us would become fair game for
the Secondary Creditors --- as "abandoned assets"----and, "abandoned debts".
They were thinking of most of that $190T as a credit for them, and that they could shuffle off another
round of debt for our weary shoulders to bear as "U.S. Citizens" --- but now, it turns out to be their
debt instead. Oh, my!
On December 1, the IMF defaulted on what it owes. Three days grace time....December 2, December
3, December 4..... and on December 5, it becomes official. The Municipal Treasury is defunct. And
now the Territorial Treasury, too, goes the way of the Dodo.
Conveniently, most of the "U.S. Government" will be shut down on December 5th, for the funeral of
GHW Bush.

And the only government left standing is The United States of America [Unincorporated].
So then they tried to take us out and leave themselves an open gate and claims in hand.
"Oh? There is still an American Government? We will take care of that....just use the new Resonance
Weapons to start a nice little earthquake in Big Lake, Alaska...."
They made the common mistake of thinking that my husband and I are the American Government.
It hasn't quite come home to them yet that every man and every woman born on our soil is a
sovereign in their own right, all heirs to our claims, all enabled to come forward in exactly the same
way.
A friend of mine has a tag-line at the end of all his emails: "They Lost When They Killed LaVoy
Finicum".
That's what the goons in Switzerland, Belgium, France, and Luxembourg, the P2 Freemasons and the
Scottish Templars, don't quite understand yet.
They could kill James Belcher. They could kill me, too. They could succeed in their mad attempt to
obliterate Big Lake, Alaska. Just like the cowards set their ambush and swaggered around and
murdered LaVoy Finicum using undeclared commercial mercenaries and ignorant local police all
operating under color of law....
But they will still be facing 350 million sovereign Priority Creditors who are fed up with all the legal
eagle fraud and usurping "government services providers". They will still be under the watchful eyes
of the rest of the world and billions of other people who are fed up and clued in now.
Just remember that everything and anything bad that results after December 5th is being brought to
you by the French Nazi UN CORP and its municipal corporations and expedited by their endlessly
corrupt UNITED KINGDOM affiliates. And by the British Monarchs who owe their survival through two
World Wars to you.
Remember that you are the victims of fraud and fraud has no statute of limitation.
Remember that your servants are not meant to be your masters, and that you are suffering as a
result of people who take their paychecks from your pockets.
Most of all, remember who you are: the sons and daughters of the Living God, Americans --- not "U.S.
Citizens".
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